
Simulated Car Racing GECCO- 

We are pleased to announce the official start of the second contest of the 
GECCO-2009 Simulated Car Racing competition, titled Optimizing Car Setup.

The Goal
The second contest simulates the days before a race when mechanics and 
pilots work on the car setup to find the one which will result in the best 
performance. The goal is to build an evolutionary algorithm that can replace 
the team of mechanics and pilots and can find the best car setup (e.g., gear 
ratio, wing area and angle, spring setup) on a given track.

Rules and Regulations
The contest involves three tracks. The evolutionary algorithm will have to find 
the best car setup for each one of the tracks. The contest is divided into an 
optimization phase and an evaluation phase. During the optimization phase, 
the evolutionary algorithm will be applied to search for the best parameter 
setting. During the evaluation phase, the best solution will be scored according 
to the distance covered in a fixed amount of game time (or game tics). 

A parameter setting is represented by a vector of real numbers. The 
competition software provides an API to evaluate a specific parameter setting 
on a track and returns the best lap time, the top speed, the distance raced, and 
the damage suffered. Through the API, it is possible to specify the amount of 
game tics to use for evaluating a car setup. The game tics spent for an 
evaluation are subtracted from the total amount of game tics available. When 
the 10 millions of game tics are exhausted or the evaluation process has taken 
up more than 2 hours of CPU time, no further evaluation will be possible. 

Important Dates
Submission deadline: July 1st 2009
Conference: July 8th-12th 2009

 

Competition Software
The competition software, including the servers for Linux & Windows, the 
C++ and Java clients, can be downloaded from the competition webpage:

 http://cig.dei.polimi.it/?page_id=79

For inquiries send an email to championship2009@ieee-cig.org or visit the 
Car Racing Google Group at 

 http://groups.google.com/group/racingcompetition

Video Tutorials
 Installation: http://www.vimeo.com/3852922
 Setup:  http://www.vimeo.com/3852860

Organizers
 Luigi Cardamone (Politecnico di Milano)
 Daniele Loiacono (Politecnico di Milano)
 Julian Togelius (IDSIA)
 Pier Luca Lanzi (Politecnico di Milano)
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